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Targets

To reinforce & improve interoperability  

between security and intervention forces

To improve the resilience of fixed networks

To provide extended radio coverage and offer      

broadband services

To share data in the field and exchange data 

with control units

To make coverage of large areas possible

To manage and operate one single fully 

integrated hybrid solution (TETRA + LTE)

ETELM and HALYS have entered a partnership in order 

to provide a complete solution that fulfills  operational 

requirements for tactical LTE (Long Term Evolution) 

deployment.

TACTICAL & SECURITY SOLUTIONS 

A flexible and upgradeable solution to ensure critical 

area protection.

High-speed video and data transmission

Guaranteed latency time

Adapted quality of service

The infrastructure of the solution is built around:

HALYS: EPC 4G PMR

ETELM: LTE eNodeB, TETRA eNodeB, LTE Picocell

The solution is compliant with international 3GPP standards

in particular mission-critical services (MCPTT, MCDATA,

MCVIDEO).

A core network allowing multi-site management in 

4G as well as the management of tactical  mobiles or 

extra sites.

Total communications resilience 

Real-time management of users profiles to meet the 

needs of changing profiles according to emergency 

or circumstances 

Secure and encrypted communications 

Emptive priority management (Halys patent) on its 

own network and tactical bubbles

Mission Critical features (group calls, emergency 

calls, priorities, alerts, etc.) across TETRA and LTE

LTE by ETELM
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TACTICAL & SECURITY SOLUTIONS

All the solutions by Halys and Etelm

Security

Economy 

Simplicity

Efficiency

Resiliency

One Core :  Several technologies : 

LTE + Tetra

Expertise, Quality, Reliability

Because of its R&D in IMS and 4G networks, Halys is also able to
support its current and future customers in their technological
evolution.

Halys products and solutions are available to all telecom operators,
carriers, MVNOs and PMR as well as Public Safety Services.

Whether these operators are 2G, 2.5G, 3G or 4G, there is always for
them, a Halys' innovative technical solution, easy to install and which
corresponds to new uses of mobile phones by their clients.

Expertise of Critical National Infrastructure

Securing new types of private networks and the implementation of
typical features of PMR require special skills.
Furthermore, the management service priorities becomes key (eg
dynamic bandwidth allocation according to the user profile), and it is
essential to integrate 4G.

Halys and Etelm both master all the skills necessary for the
migration of these networks.

Public Safety, Emergency services, Railways, Airports, Utilities &
Energy, Oil & Gaz

ABOUT HALYS ABOUT ETELM

HALYS with its unique integrated and scalable product system architecture 

is present at large and small mobile operators and carriers.

HALYS serves mobile network operators all around the world ( in Africa, 

the Middle east, Asia, Europe, America).

ETELM is a French company that can be proud to have over 35 years 

of experience  in professional  radiocommunications (TETRA, LTE, 

DMR, Analog, etc.). ETELM products are based on its own R&D in 

order to be optimized to each specific customer requirements.

16, rue Jean-Jacques Rousseau

92138 Issy Les Moulineaux - France

TETRA-LTE by ETELM

HALYS EPC (3GPP release 13):

- MME, HSS, S/P-GW, PCRF

- OTA SIM (over IP or SMS)

- Full Virtualization, no hardware depend

- Scalability customizable depending needs and performance

- Full HALYS source (no third party inside EPC)

- Statistics & Reporting

ETELM eNodeB (3GPP release 13):

- Integrated BBU and RRH

- Many frequency bands available 

- Picocell (up to 2x1W tx) and Macrocell (up to 15W tx)

- Fully developed and engineered by ETELM

- Technology enhancement (eLongRange and interferences)

- Adapted to PMR users

- Full OAM 
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